Basics

- Supported boards and platforms (devices)
- Choose a board
- Supported controllers
- Basic commands
- Add games
- What are BIOS files and how to add them
- Kodi
- EmulationStation
- Themes for EmulationStation
- License

Emulators & Ports

- System overview
- Arcade overview
- CD Image formats
- Disc image compression
- Netplay

Advanced users

- Batocera & CRT
- Arcade controls with JammASD
- SSH and console access
- Store games on a NAS
- Fix internet access for Kodi
- Store games on a second USB/SATA drive
- Upgrade manually
- Display issues and resolution changes
- Customize decorations (bezels)
- Splash boot
- Customize hotkeys
- Bluetooth Controllers - manual setup
- Advanced Retroarch settings
- Timezone
- pacman Package Manager
- VPN client

Support

- Troubleshooting
- Supported hardware
- Supported and unsupported emulators
- Wiki edition
Basic How To's

- Install Batocera
- Current and previous releases

Raspberry Pi only

- Retroflag GPiCase
- Retroflag Cases
- Add Powerdevices (RPi only)
- Method to not lose SRM states and other (meta-)data

Development side

- Compile batocera.linux
- Coding rules
- Contributing to Batocera.linux
- batocera.linux architecture
- Modify the system while it’s running
- How to work on batocera.linux (and not recompile everything)
- Write themes for EmulationStation (Batocera version)
- Redirect upgrades from any board to my own builds
- Diagnose joysticks issues
- Dual boot Ubuntu/batocera.linux
- Help with translation

Scripting

- Script events on Starting/Ending a game
- Wiki code snippets
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